PURSUIT!

There is a world called Chima, where for 1000 years, there was peace and harmony.

All shared the benefits of a mysterious and powerful energy source called Chi, which gave them great might as well as made their machines run.

Then there came a day when the crocodiles decided that they should control all the Chi in the world.

The lions, long the fair and just keepers of the Chi, naturally objected to this.

And so, today, there is still a world called Chima and there is still the power of Chi...
His name is Cragger. He used to be the best friend a lion could have. Now he wants only one thing.

"Get that Chi!"

This is Laval, Prince of Lions. He's determined to get the Chi to the tribe it belongs to, no matter who tries to stop him.

"Faster, Longtooth! I need some distance to try this stunt!"

"Release the boats! Box the lions in before they reach land!"

"Oh, no. You don't..."
CAN'T YOU DO ANYTHING RIGHT? I'LL SHOW YOU HOW TO STOP A LION, DEAR BROTHER.

I REALLY HATE THAT LION.

LAUNCH!

WE'LL TAKE THAT CHI, LAVAL, BUT WE DON'T WANT YOU TO GO BACK TO THE DEN EMPTY-HANDED.
**MEET THE HEROES AND VILLAINS OF CHIMA!**

**ERIS THE EAGLE**
Extremely smart and a quick thinker, Eris makes up for what she lacks in physical strength by a mastery of battle strategy. Her enemies know they have to always be thinking when they face her, for she usually has a trick up her wings. She loves adventures and puzzles and is a wonderful storyteller, though she's not as funny as she thinks she is.

*Natural Tools*: Beak; claws; wings  
*Fighting Style*: Strike and retreat, then strike again  
*Quote*: “That reminds me of a joke ...”

**LAVAL THE LION**
Prince of the lion tribe, Laval is fearless and strong and is always challenging the rules. He is still learning to be a leader and sometimes forgets his duty in favor of having fun. He used to be best friends with Cragger before that crocodile turned against the lion tribe. Now his closest friend is Eris the Eagle.

*Natural Tools*: Claws; teeth  
*Fighting Style*: Master of the crushing lion pounce  
*Quote*: “For the tribes – and for Chima!”

---

LEGO CHiMA
RAZAR THE RAVEN
Greedy and selfish, Razor will sell anything to anyone. He will even steal something and then sell it back to the original owner... and then steal it again. Razor has allied with Cragger because the croc offered him a lot of CHI in return, but if he got a better offer, he would change sides. Razor has swindled, or tried to swindle, almost everyone on Chima at least once.

NATURAL TOOLS: Beak; wings
FIGHTING STYLE: Sneaky and slippery
QUOTE: “It's a deal!”

WORRIZ THE WOLF
A vicious, treacherous beast, Worriz makes the other wolves in the pack look like all-around nice guys. He was quick to ally the wolves with the crocodiles, but no doubt plans to double-cross Cragger somewhere down the line. Like most wolves, Worriz hates to stay in one place and is always on the move.

NATURAL TOOLS: Claws; teeth
FIGHTING STYLE: Ruthless and almost unstoppable
QUOTE: “I like lions. I really do. They're... delicious.”

CRAGGER THE CROCODILE
Cragger took over leadership of the crocodile tribe following the disappearance of his parents. Although clever and cruel, he can still be tricked sometimes by his twin sister, Crola. Cragger wants control of all the CHI on Chima and will do anything he has to in order to seize it. Nothing matters to him but winning.

NATURAL TOOLS: Teeth; claws; scale armor
FIGHTING STYLE: Ferocious and aggressive
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SO HAVE SOME OF THESE!

YIKES!

BOTH SIDES HAVE ALLIES IN THE FIGHT FOR CHI. THE EAGLES SIDED WITH THE LIONS. THAT’S ABOUT TO BE GOOD NEWS FOR LAVAL.

IT'S A GOOD THING ERISS SENT ME TO CHECK ON THE CHI DELIVERY. LAVAL IS IN REAL TROUBLE THIS TIME.

BUT IF THERE’S ONE THING WE EAGLES KNOW, IT’S HOW TO FLY!

HOW DARE YOU?

OPEN THE JAWS! WE’LL GET HIM NOW!

UH-OH...
BRAKE. LONGTOOTH! BRAKE!

WHOA!

OH, NO...

SPLOUGH
SO LONG,
GUYS! BETTER LUCK
NEXT TIME!

WE'RE
NOT DONE WITH THIS
TIME YET, LAVA!

YES. WE ARE.

WHAT --?
YOU'LL THROW THE
PLANE OFF BALANCE!

SURPRISE!

SOMEONE
STOP THIS
THING!
I really, really--
--really hate that lion!

Let's go. We have to deliver this chi to the eagles.

They'll be back... and we'll be waiting.

What about Cragger and his crocodiles?

Follow Laval's Adventures on Legends of Chima: The Animated Series, starting Wednesday, January 16th. 7:30 EST, 6:30 CST on Cartoon Network!
ONE-HOUR SERIES PREVIEW
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 16TH 7:30/6:30C
ONLY ON CARTOON NETWORK!
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